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This week we completed our Initial Design Report.

Ilgın YARIMAĞAN

This week we worked on the initial design report. We constructed the class diagrams, sequential 
diagrams and use cases of our project. Also we decided the file format of our program and 
basically determined how will the gui of our program will look like.
After the initial design report I started to think about how to extend these class diagrams in a 
more detailed way for the detailed design. I thought about what additional methods the classes 
may need.

M. Ergin SEYFE

At the beginning of this week, I worked with the initial design report. My task was generally 
UML diagrams (Use Case, Class and Sequence diagrams). After submitting initial design report, 
I  only think how to improve our design and try other solutions, which will make it easy to 
implement and efficient application.

Eren YILMAZ

This week, we finished our Initial Design Report. I worked on the scripting classes first, and 
after  finishing  them,  worked  with  my teammates  in  designing  GUI  and other  parts  of  our 
project. After finishing the report, I began thinking on the inner structure of the scripting engine. 

Emin ÖZCAN

This  week,we  all  prepared  our  initial  design  report.  I  worked  the  main  class  diagram and 
simulation class diagram and their description part in this report. After preparing the report,i 
worked with Eclipse to develop myself in GUI design area. But, because of my other lectures 
duties i could not do much more job for our project. 

Mehtap Ayfer PARLAK
This  week,  we  generally  focused  on  our  initial  design  report  until  Monday.  Ilgın  and  I 
determined the GUI design; such as drawing the class diagrams, sequential diagrams and use 
cases of GUI and its actions. Also we wrote some part of the design report.


